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Well it’s that time of the year again…….last minute shopping for
presents and cards……dropping hints to loved-ones about your
‘wish-list’….avoiding discussions about politics at the family
gathering….and generally eating too much!
The last six months have ‘flown’ by, and I’m looking forward to
some summer flying again. Must get that Hanger 9 Corsair finished
and in the air…..yeah yeah - I know I’ve been saying that for over a
year now!
The working bees were well attended and we got a lot done. Early next year we’ll have another to get the
proposed pits fence installed and the new rain-water tank installed and plumbed up.
I’m working on another club fun contest with a bit of skill involved, and a little less ‘luck component’.
It will probably involve each contestant nominating their own particular flight-time to achieve a set of
relatively simple fixed tasks…and the winner being the closest to his chosen time. I might even include
some of the Bronze Wings flying maneuvers…or even some Gold ones?
There will be no speed imperative for anyone….just the closest to your self-nominated time…..similar to
one of the drag car racing formula, and sports-car regularity trials…..this allows each contestant to go as
slow or as fast as they feel comfortable with…..get in touch with me if you have input to share.
Nick Braithwaite is back on board now that the Madame Butterfly season has come to a close. I can assure
you all it was an absolutely terrific performance - I’ll never listen to Puccini again without a tear in the eye.
Looking forward to 2014…and a lot of flying.

JOHN WATTERS MEMORIAL SCALE FUN FLY DAY - 2013
I can only re-state my thanks to all members who helped to make the day such a success. I received a lot of
very positive feedback from other clubs on the day’s format and it’s inclusion of all scale models.

I’ve put some photos in the MASA
Newsletter along with a short report, so here
are a few more shots taken on the day by
John Fennell and Bob Smart. I received
dozens of terrific photos on discs from these
guys. …here’s a small compilation…enjoy.

Bob Smart snapped these delightful portraits….
OK …the DF is not truly scale…but I like it.
One of the SE’s searching for a Fokker.

Invasion stripes on a Cub
Jeremy’s pilot ducked down behind the
dashboard to avoid the camera, right!

Wonderful memories of the day……
They all look so realistic, don’t they?.

Sean’s colourful Taylorcraft

A couple of Wildcats…..off on a mission.

The Me162 on touchdown.

Adrian’s Super Tucano with full ordinance on board

Jeremy’s Sebart Sukhoi on a low inverted pass

And lastly, a series of action shots by John Fennell……..which I have titled…..…….

………..SMOKIN’

…..no words required….

INDOOR FLYING – 7th December 2013….THIS WEEKEND!!!!
All set to go indoor flying this Saturday night at Cornerstone College…I couldn’t make it last month and
really missed it. There’s something about indoor flying that appeals to me…can’t describe it in rational
terms…it just seems to fill a gap that field-flying doesn’t quite achieve. I suppose it’s partly the size of the
models and partly the relative ease and comfort of being out of the elements. I fully appreciate that it doesn’t
appeal to everyone, and that’s fine, but if you ever feel the need for something different in your hobby, come
along and watch…and maybe have a go.
There’s usually a trainer to have a go on….if the urge overcomes you!!

Here’s my ‘Nutball’ inspired trainer that uses elevons and rudder to allow the newcomer to experience
indoor flying at a slow speed….. it’s very stable, while still being extremely manourveable…note, I didn’t
say aerobatic!
It’s made entirely of EPP foam and carbon fibre rods….so it can absorb a lot of hard knocks.
On 2 cells it is sedate and carefree….on 3 it gets a little ‘interesting’.
Come along and try it for yourself…I’ve got a heap of batteries all charged up.
PHOTO CAPTION COMPETITION

Last month’s photo was of Jarred Hawkes’ very colourful electric
chopper upside down at the Come and Try Day.
I received these two entries….

“ I thought we had a new lawnmower for cutting the grass!”

……..and a very imaginative one in the form of a ‘sales flyer’…….I like it!
“Haircuts – Special”
- available anytime
- to the US Navy spec with heights exact to the mm....(+/- 6”)
- done in seconds,
- two at the time....
or...
buy the gear outright – avail in pink for her!!.

Here’s this month’s photo…………..Adrian’s Corvus in what looks like an inverted spin.

CHRISTMAS TWILIGHT MEETING AT THE FIELD – 14th December
Don’t forget the Christmas Twilight Fun Fly at the field on the 14th December.
That’s a Saturday evening and the whole family is invited.
Get those electric models with lights on ready.
Fly in the afternoon if you wish….the Sausage Sizzle will start at around 6.30.
Please email or ring Phil or Graham to give them an idea of how many to cater for.
And finally…here’s a Christmas Card that I Photo-Shopped together for you all……

